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Abstract: In hydrogen energy systems, the polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) is an important
component. The purpose of this study is to clarify the effect of separator thickness (s.t.) in PEFC
on the distributions of mass such as H2, O2, H2O and current density when PEFC is operated
at 363 K and 373 K. The relative humidity (RH) of supply gases also impacts the operation. The
numerical simulation (using a 3D model) with COMSOL Multiphysics has been conducted to analyze
the characteristics of PEFC. It has been observed that the molar concentration of H2 using s.t. of
2.0 mm is smaller compared with the thinner s.t. cases at the initial operation temperature of a cell
(Tini) = 363 K and 373 K. The molar concentration of O2 using s.t. of 2.0 mm is smaller compared with
the thinner s.t. cases at Tini = 373 K, as well as the case for the RH of supply gases at the anode of
40%RH and cathode of 40%RH (A40%RH/C40%RH) irrespective of Tini. Additionally, it has been
clarified that the molar concentration of H2O maintains a low value along with the gas channel at
Tini = 373 K using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm. Moreover, it has been clarified that the current density
using s.t. of 2.0 mm is the highest among the different s.t. irrespective of Tini, which is the most
remarkable in the case of A40%RH&C40%RH.

Keywords: PEFC; higher temperature; numerical simulation; separator thickness; relative humidity;
mass and current density distribution

1. Introduction

The Japanese New Energy and Industry Technology Development Organization
(NEDO) road map of 2017 says that higher temperature operation (e.g., 363 K and 373 K) is
required for the stationary and mobility application use of polymer electrolyte fuel cells
(PEFC) [1]. The PEFC system with a Nafion-type membrane as a polymer electrolyte
membrane (PEM) is usually operated under 353 K [2–4]. There are many benefits when
the PEFC system is operated at a higher temperature, i.e., 363 K and 373 K, and they
are: (i) the kinetics improvement at an electrode, (ii) the cooling system can be smaller
because of the increase in the temperature gap between the PEFC stack system and the
coolant, and (iii) the durability enhancement to CO contained in the H2 reformed from
hydrocarbon [5]. However, we should overcome the following demerits: (i) damage of
PEM; (ii) electrode elution; (iii) performance drop due to uneven distribution of gas flow,
pressure, temperature, voltage and current in PEFC [6]. The even distributions of gas, H2O
and current density provide not only higher power generation performance but also a
longer lifetime when we operate the PEFC system at higher temperatures [6,7].

According to the literature survey, some studies have been conducted for high-
temperature PEFC (HTPEFC), which focus on the development of components consisting
of PEFC.
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Regarding PEM, several studies have investigated to development of a new mate-
rial for HTPEFC. The PEFC equipped with a phosphoric acid-doped polybenzimidazole
membrane could be operated from 393 K to 433 K [8]. It has been reported that the
power densities are 0.254 W/cm2, 0.299 W/cm2 and 0.389 W/cm2 at the current density
of 0.7 A/cm2, 0.8 A/cm2 and 0.9 A/cm2, respectively when operated at 393 K, 413 K and
433 K, respectively. It is obtained by the improvement of proton conductivity at higher tem-
perature operation. The other study [9] has developed the polybenzimidazole/graphene
oxide composite membrane. The PEFC stack consisting of 12 individual cells equipped
with the membrane has performed the power density of 3.6 W/cm2 at the current density of
0.67 A/cm2 when operated at 433 K, resulting from the improvement of proton conductivity
at higher temperature operation.

Regarding the catalyst layer, some studies have investigated the structure and prepa-
ration process. The catalyst layer having different microstructures and the effect of Pt on
the performance, as well as the degradation of HTPEFC, have been investigated. It has
been found that mass transfer is affected remarkably by the impacts of microstructures and
Pt catalysts [10]. It has also revealed that the catalyst preparation process is important to
obtain higher power generation performance. The other investigation has reported the im-
pact of Pt pulse electrodeposition on the power generation characteristics of HTPEFC [11].
The mass activities of membrane electrode assemble (MEA) having the anode electrode
modified by Pt pulse electrodeposition is 437.2 mW/mg-Pt, which is almost 1.36 times
larger than that of the pristine MEA.

Regarding the gas diffusion layer (GDL), some studies have investigated the structure,
such as porosity and thickness. The numerical study has revealed that the effect of uneven
porosity distribution is more considerable when the current densities are higher [12]. It has
also been reported that the reaction kinetics are hardly affected by changing the porosity
configurations. The other numerical study has revealed that thickness and porosity exhibit
the opposite impact on diffusion flux, reducing with the increase in GDL thickness but
increasing with the increase in porosity [13]. It has also been reported that the optimum
thickness for anode GDL and cathode GDL would be 80 µm–120 µm and 140 µm–170 µm,
respectively, and the optimum value for GDL porosity ranges from 35% to 45%.

Regarding separators, several studies have investigated the structure. The previous
study [14] carried out a 3D numerical simulation to understand the effect of the inter-
digitated flow field on not only mass transfer characteristics but also power generation
characteristics. This study has revealed that the interdigitated flow provides not only better
power generation performance compared with the parallel flow but also similar character-
istics as the serpentine flow. In addition, there exists the optimum ratio of channel-to-rib
to obtain the higher power density. The other numerical study has focused on the rib
design [15]. The results have shown that the ratio of channel-to-rib influences the distri-
butions of gas diffusion, electron conduction and current density in the porous electrodes
significantly. Moreover, the optimum ratio of channel-to-rib is 1, which provides a peak
power density of 0.428 W/cm2 at the current density of 1.2 A/cm2. The widths of the top
and bottom edges of the anode and cathode flow channels have been investigated as an
independent variable with a constrained range for the optimization of the performance of
HTPEFC [16]. It has been reported that the trapezoidal structure of the cross-sectional area
of the flow channel is the best shape to obtain the highest power generation performance.
It has also revealed that the pressure drop and the output power of the optimal model
are 1.7% and 6.5% larger than those of the original model at 0.4 V, respectively. The other
experimental study has investigated the effect of flow field plate misalignment on the GDL
intrusion, and the characteristics of HTPEFC operated at 433 K [17]. The shear stress can be
focused on the MEA due to clamping and misalignment. This study has reported that the
deviation of the intrusion depth can reduce in the hydraulic diameter by approximately
1.3% for a 1 cm × 1 cm channel. The misalignment has an impact on not only MEA and
GDL but also gas tightness. It has been claimed that the misalignment causes cracks in the
catalyst-coated membrane, resulting in a decrease in cell performance.
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The studies conducted by the authors have examined the temperature distribution on
not only the separator back surface but also the interface between PEM and the cathode
catalyst layer changing the separator thickness experimentally and numerically, respec-
tively [18,19]. They have also investigated the power generation performance by the
polarization curve changing the separator thickness (s.t.). According to the investigation
changing s.t. by 2.0 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm, including the saddle part and channel part,
s.t. of 2.0 mm, is the best to obtain the higher performance because of large heat capacity,
while the temperature distribution is wider. However, there is no report investigating the
effect of s.t. on the distributions of mass such as H2, O2, H2O and current density on the
interface between PEM and catalyst layer at the anode and the cathode in a single HTPEFC.
The distributions of them on the interface between the PEM and catalyst layer at the anode
side and the cathode side have a large influence on the electrochemical reaction, i.e., the
power generation performance of the HTPEFC system.

Therefore, this study aims to clarify the effect of s.t. on the distributions of mass such
as H2, O2, H2O and current density on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at
the anode and the cathode in a single HTPEFC. We carry out the numerical simulation by
means of a 3D model with COMSOL Multiphysics composed of multi-physics simulation
function codes. s.t. is varied to 2.0 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm, where s.t. of 2.0 mm has the
saddle thickness (sd.t.) of 1.0 mm and the channel height (c.h.) of 1.0 mm, s.t. of 1.5 mm
has sd.t. of 0.5 mm and c.h. of 1.0 mm, and s.t. of 1.0 mm has sd.t. of 0.5 mm and c.h.
of 0.5 mm, respectively. Nafion NRE-211 and TGP-H-030 are adopted as PEM and GDL,
respectively. We change the operation temperature by 353 K, 363 K and 373 K. This study
also investigates the RHs of supply gas at the anode with 80%RH and cathode with 80%RH
(A80%RH/C80%RH), anode with 80%RH and cathode with 40%RH (A80%RH/C40%RH),
anode with 40%RH and cathode with 80%RH (A40%RH/C80%RH) and anode with 40%RH
and cathode with 40%RH (A40%RH/C40%RH).

2. Numerical Simulation
Governing Equations

We have carried out the numerical simulation utilizing a multi-physics simulation
software (i.e., COMSOL Multiphysics). In COMSOL Multiphysics, the simulation function
code for PEFC is installed, including the continuity formula, the Brinkman formula to
consider a momentum transfer phenomenon, the Maxwell–Stefan formula to consider a
diffusion transfer phenomenon and Butler–Volmer formula to consider an electrochemical
reaction phenomenon. Some researchers conducted the numerical simulation for HTPEFC
using the software ANSYS FLUENT [20,21]. This software has the simulation codes con-
sisting of a mass conversion equation, momentum conversion equation, species conversion
equation, energy conversion equation, charge conversion equation and Butler–Volmer
equation. The distributions of mass, temperature and current density were calculated and
reported. On the other hand, some researchers conducted the numerical simulation for
HTPEFC using the original procedure [16,22]. The continuity equation, Navier–Stokes
equation, species conversion equation, Maxwell–Stefan equation, Butler–Volmer equation
and charge conversion equation were considered in these studies. The distributions of
mass, gas velocity and current density were calculated and reported. On the contrary, many
papers reported the numerical simulation results for HTPEFC using the software COMSOL
Multiphysics [4,12,14,23,24], which was also used in this study. The simulation codes in
this software have been explained in this study. The distributions of mass, temperature and
current density were calculated and validated well in these reports. Therefore, the authors
think the software COMSOL Multiphysics used in this study is reliable.

Firstly, the continuity formula considering the gas species in porous media in single
cell of PEFC, e.g., catalyst layer, MPL and GDL, as well as the gas channel, can be defined
as follows:

∂

∂t
(
εpρ
)
+∇ ·

(
ρ
→
u
)
= Qm (1)
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where εp means the porosity (-), ρ means the density (kg/m3), u means the velocity vector
(m/s), Qm means the mass source term (kg/(m3·s)) and t means the time (s).

Brinkman formula treating the relationship between the pressure and gas flow velocity
solved in porous media in a single cell of PEFC, e.g., catalyst layer, MPL and GDL, as well
as in the gas channel, can be defined as follows:

ρ

εp

(
∂
→
u

∂t
+
(→

u · ∇
)→u

εp

)

= −∇p +∇ ·
[

1
εp

{
µ

(
∇→u +

(
∇→u

)T
)
− 2

3
µ
(
∇ ·→u

)→
I
}]
−
(

κ−1µ +
Qm

ε2
p

)
→
u +

→
F (2)

where p means the pressure (Pa), means the viscosity (Pa·s), I means the unit vector (-),
κ means the permeability (m2), and F means the force vector (kg/(m2·s2)), e.g., gravity.
Maxwell–Stefan formula considering the mass transfer phenomena such as the diffusion
phenomenon, ion transfer phenomenon and convection transfer phenomenon can be
defined as follows:

→
Ni = −Di∇Ci − zium,iFCi∇ϕl + Ci

→
u =

→
Ji + Ci

→
u (3)

∂Ci
∂t

+∇ ·
→
Ni = Ri,tot (4)

where Ni means the vector-type molar flow rate on the interface between PEM and electrode
(mol/(m2·s)), Di means the diffusion constant (m2/s), Ci means the ion i concentration
(mol/m3), zi means the ion valence (-), um,i means the ion i mobility ((s·mol)/kg), F means
the Faraday constant (C/mol), ϕl means the electrical potential of liquid [25] (V), J means
the molar flow rate of the convection transfer phenomenon (mol/(m2·s)) and Ri,tot means
the species’ reaction rate (mol/(m3·s)).

Butler–Volmer formula considers the electrochemical reaction phenomenon as follows:

i = i0

{
exp

(
αaFη

RT

)
− exp

(
−αcFη

RT

)}
(5)

η = ϕs − ϕl − Eeq (6)

where i means the current density (A/m2), i0 means the exchange current density (A/m2), αa
means the charge transfer coefficient at anode (-), η means the activation over-potential [25]
(V), R means the gas constant (J/(mol·K)), T means the temperature (K), αc means the charge
transfer constant at the cathode side (-), ϕs means the electrical potential of solid [25] (V), Eeq
means the equilibrium electric voltage [25] (V).

The 3D model of a single PEFC applied in the present study is the same as the authors’
previous study [26] except for the separator shape. Figure 1 shows the 3D model of a single
PEFC for s.t. of 2.0 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm. These structures follow the commercial
single cell applied in the experimental studies conducted by the authors [18,27,28]. The
cell has a serpentine flow channel separator composed of five gas channels with a width
of 1.0 mm for a gas channel and ribs with a width of 1.0 mm for a rib. The number of
gas channels is five, which follows the structure of the actual cell [18]. Table 1 lists the
geometrical parameters applied to the 3D model. Tables 2 and 3 show physical parameters
and operation conditions, respectively. The initial operation temperature of a cell (Tini) is
varied to 353 K, 363 K and 373 K. Regarding 353 K, we adopt it to examine the characteristics
at a normal temperature with the characteristics at a higher temperature. This study
has investigated the RHs of supply gases for A80%RH/C80%RH, A80%RH/C40%RH,
A40%RH/C80%RH and A40%RH/C40%RH. We set the flow rate of supply gas at the
stoichiometric ratio of 1.5, where the volume flow rate of supply gas at the anode side and
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the cathode side is 0.210 NL/min and 0.105 NL/min, respectively. The stoichiometric ratio
(s.r.) of 1.0, which indicates the flow rate of supply gas, can be expressed by Equation (7).

CH2 =
I

zH2F
(7)

where CH2 means the molar flow rate on the consumed H2 (mol/s), I means the loaded
current (A) and zH2 means the electrons moles exchanged in the reaction (=2) (-), CH2
means the molar flow rate following s.r. of 1.0. The CO2 means the molar flow rate on the
consumed O2 (mol/s), which means half of CH2 (which is expressed by Equation (8)).

H2 + 1/2 O2 = H2O (8)Energies 2023, 16, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 30 
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= sd.t.: 0.5 mm + c.h.: 1.0 mm, (c) s.t. of 1.0 mm = sd.t.: 0.5 mm + c.h.: 0.5 mm. 
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Figure 1. 3D model of single PEFC (a) s.t. of 2.0 mm = sd.t.: 1.0 mm + c.h.: 1.0 mm, (b) s.t. of 1.5 mm
= sd.t.: 0.5 mm + c.h.: 1.0 mm, (c) s.t. of 1.0 mm = sd.t.: 0.5 mm + c.h.: 0.5 mm.

We can except H2, which is produced from renewable energy using an H2O elec-
trolyzer, will be applied to the PEFC system to construct a zero-CO2-emission society in the
near future. If H2 is produced by an H2O electrolyzer, O2 can be co-produced. We think
that H2 and O2 produced from the H2O electrolyzer are available for PEFC. We would like
to propose the energy system composed of renewable energy, an H2O electrolyzer, and a
PEFC system operated using H2 and O2 produced by H2O electrolysis. Consequently, we
adopt O2 as the cathode gas for this numerical study. When we adopt O2 as a cathode gas,
we can obtain a higher current density on the interface between PEM and the catalyst layer,
especially under the rib, compared to the case using air as a cathode gas [25].
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Table 1. Geometrical parameters of components in single cell of PEFC applied for 3D model in the
numerical simulation in this study [14,29–33].

Cell Components Dimension Information

PEM
Width: 50.0 mm,
Length: 50.0 mm,
Depth: 0.025 mm

Nafion NRE-211 (manufactured
by Du Pont Corp.)

Catalyst layer
Width: 50.0 mm,
Length: 50.0 mm,
Depth: 0.01 mm

Pt/C (Pt: 20 wt%)

MPL
Width: 50.0 mm,
Length: 50.0 mm,
Depth: 0.003 mm

PTFE + carbon black

GDL
Width: 50.0 mm,
Length: 50.0 mm,
Depth: 0.11 mm

TGP-H-030 (manufactured by
Toray Corp.)

Separator

Width: 75.4 mm,
Length: 75.4 mm,
Depth: 2.0 mm (sd.t.: 1.0 mm, c.h.:
1.0 mm), 1.5 mm (sd.t.: 0.5 mm, c.h.:
1.0 mm), 1.0 mm (sd.t.: 0.5 mm, c.h.:
0.5 mm);
Width: 50.0 mm,
Length: 50.0 mm
(gas supply area)

Carbon graphite,
serpentine flow

Table 2. Physical parameters for gases, components and electrochemical reactions set in the numerical
simulation in this study.

Physical Parameters Values

Density of H2 [kg/m3] 7.10×10−2 (at 353 K), 6.89×10−2 (at 363 K),
6.69×10−2 (at 373 K) [29]

Density of O2 [kg/m3] 1.11 (at 353 K), 1.08 (at 363 K), 1.05 (at 373 K) [29]

Density of H2O [kg/m3] 2.95×10−1 (at 353 K), 4.26×10−1 (at 363 K),
6.01×10−1 (at 373 K) [29]

Pressure of supply gas at inlet (absolute) (MPa) 0.4 [18]

Viscosity of H2 [Pa·s] 9.96×10−6 (at 353 K), 1.02×10−5 (at 363 K),
1.03×10−5 (at 373 K) [29]

Viscosity of O2 [Pa·s] 2.35×10−5 (at 353 K), 2.40×10−5 (at 363 K),
2.45×10−5 (at 373 K) [29]

Viscosity of H2O [Pa·s] 1.16×10−5 (at 353 K), 1.19×10−5 (at 363 K),
1.23×10−5 (at 373 K) [29]

Binary diffusion constant between H2 and H2O [m2/s] 9.27×10−5 [30]
Binary diffusion constant between O2 and H2O [m2/s] 3.57×10−5 [30]
Porosity of catalyst layer [-] 0.78 [13,31–34]
Permeability of catalyst layer [m2] 8.69×10−12 [13,31–34]
Porosity of MPL [-] 0.60 [13,31–34]
Permeability of MPL [m2] 1.00×10−13 [13,31–34]
Porosity of GDL [-] 0.78 [13,31–34]
Permeability of GDL [m2] 8.69×10−12 [13,31–34]
Porosity of separator [-] 0.15 [35]
Permeability of separator [m2] 1.50×10−5 [35]
Conductivity of PEM [S/m] 10 [36]
Conductivity of catalyst layer [S/m] 53 [37]
Conductivity of MPL [S/m] 1000 [38]
Conductivity of GDL [S/m] 1250 [39]
Conductivity of separator [S/m] 83,000 [35]
Anode reference equilibrium voltage [V] 0
Cathode reference equilibrium voltage [V] 1.229
Anode reference exchange current
density [A/m2] 1000 [40]

Cathode reference exchange current density [A/m2] 1 [40]
Anode charge transfer constant [-] 0.5 [41]
Cathode charge transfer constant [-] 0.5 [42]
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Table 3. Operation conditions for power generation applied for the numerical simulation in this study.

Operation Conditions Values

The initial temperature of cell (Tini) (K) 353, 363, 373
Cell voltage (V) Experimental data are used [18,27,28]
Supply gas condition Anode Cathode
Gas type H2 O2
Temperature of supply gas at inlet (K) 353, 363, 373 353, 363, 373
RH of supply gas (%RH) 40, 80 40, 80
Pressure of supply gas at inlet (absolute) (MPa) 0.4 0.4
Flow rate of supply gas at inlet (NL/min)
(Stoichiometric ratio (-)) 0.210 (1.5) 0.105 (1.5)

In this study, we set the same assumptions as the authors’ previous study [26,43].
When we operate PEFC at a higher temperature, i.e., 363 K and 373 K, PEM and catalyst
later are easy to be dehydrated because of the exponential increase in the saturation of H2O
vapor with the increase in temperature [44]. The performance of the O2 reduction reaction
that occurred at the cathode side is affected by means of the humidification of the ionomer
in the electrode with H2O [42]. It can be considered that the proton conductivity of PEM is
influenced by the humidification condition, providing an impact on the performance of the
H2 oxidization reaction. Consequently, we focus on distributions of mass such as H2, O2,
H2O and current density on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at the anode side
and the cathode side, which indicate the performance of H2 oxidization reaction as well as
O2 reduction reaction, and exhibits the calculation results below.

In this study, the analysis points from A to K have been adopted, following the authors’
previous study [26], to investigate the effect of s.t. on distributions of mass such as H2, O2,
H2O and current density. This analysis has calculated the mean value on the cross-sectional
area on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at the anode side or the cathode side
at each point, covering both parts under the gas channel and under rib.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. In-Plane Distribution of Molar Concentration of H2 on the Interface between PEM and
Catalyst Layer at the Anode among Various s.t.

Figures 2–4 exhibit comparisons of the molar concentration of H2 along with the gas
channel on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at the anode changing Tini as well
as the RH of supply gas among different s.t., respectively. It is seen from Figures 2–4 that
the molar concentration of H2 keeps the approximately same value along with the gas flow
except for using s.t. of 1.0 mm. It is thought that this is due to the H2 permeability through
porous media being high [20,26]. As a result, H2 is consumed uniformly along with the
gas channel. Regarding the case of s.t. of 1.0 mm, the velocity and the concentration of
H2 are higher because the cross-sectional area of the gas channel is one-fourth compared
to the case of c.h. of 1.0 mm, i.e., the case of s.t. of 2.0 mm and 1.5 mm. We can see that
the molar concentration of H2 drops at the analysis points of C, E, G, I and K using s.t.
of 1.0 mm. Since the analysis points of C, E, G and I are corner parts of the serpentine
separator and the analysis point of K is the outlet of the cell [26], it is thought that the gas
diffusion of H2 toward the through-plane direction from the separator to the catalyst layer
at the anode side is affected by the velocity and concentration of H2 in the gas channel more.
In addition, it is revealed from Figures 2–4 that the molar concentration of H2 using s.t. of
1.0 mm is smaller compared with that in the other s.t. cases at Tini = 363 K and 373 K. Since
Tini = 363 K and 373 K are higher temperature operation conditions, it might be easy to dry
up PEM and electrode. Since the velocity and the concentration of H2 in the gas channel
are higher in the case of using s.t. of 1.0 mm, we can believe that the drying impact at
Tini = 363 K and 373 K is bigger compared with the other s.t. As a result, the performance
of the H2 oxidization reaction becomes lower, providing a small molar concentration of H2.
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Figure 2. Molar concentration of H2 along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM
and catalyst layer at the anode among various s.t. at Tini = 353 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 4. Molar concentration of H2 along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM
and catalyst layer at the anode among various s.t. at Tini = 373 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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3.2. In-Plane Distribution of Molar Concentration of O2 on the Interface between PEM and
Catalyst Layer at the Cathode among Various s.t.

Figures 5–7 exhibit comparisons of the molar concentration of O2 along with the gas
channel on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at the cathode changing Tini
and RH of supply gas among different s.t., respectively. It is seen in Figures 5–7 that the
molar concentration of O2 reduces along with the gas channel at Tini = 353 K and 363 K.
It is known that the O2 reduction reaction is conducted well along the gas channel [43].
Additionally, we can see from Figures 5–7 that the molar concentration of O2 reduces at the
analysis points of C and G especially. Since the analysis points of C and G are corner parts
of the serpentine separator, H2O may accumulate there [45,46]. As a result, the O2 diffusion
inhibition occurs at these points [18], causing a decrease in the molar concentration of O2.

Moreover, it is observed from Figures 5–7 that the molar concentration of O2 keeps a
high value along with the gas channel at Tini = 373 K using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm. In
other words, the molar concentration of O2 using s.t. of 2.0 mm is smaller at
Tini = 373 K, which can also be observed for A40%RH/C40%RH regardless of Tini. Ta-
ble 4 lists the experimental data on the temperature of separator back surface under some
conditions as an example [18]. In this table, the positions follow the authors’ previous
experimental study [18]. It is seen from Table 4 that the temperature of separator back
surface increases with the decrease in s.t. In this study, the voltage data obtained by the
authors’ previous experimental study [18] were adopted as the boundary condition in
the numerical simulation in this study, following the assumption as same as the authors’
previous studies [26,43]. It can be said that the voltage data were obtained following the
experimental phenomena. In addition, the pressure of supply gas at the inlet of cell was set
at 0.4 MPa in the previous power generation experiment [18], and the numerical simulation
in this study is shown in Table 3. Moreover, the gas pressure at the outlet of the cell was an
atmospheric pressure in the previous power generation experiment [18] and the numerical
study in this study. Therefore, the pressure gradients along the channel in the cell cause
the power generation experiment and the numerical simulation in this study. In this study,
the continuity formula and Brinkman formula were considered, resulting in the pressure
gradients along the channel in the cell being calculated. Consequently, it might be thought
that the pressure gradients along the channel increase with the decrease in the channel
height, i.e., cross-sectional area of channel, causing the decrease in the total voltage of the
cell with the decrease in s.t.

In addition, A40%RH/C40%RH is a dry condition, resulting in PEM and catalyst
layer considered as easily dehydrated [18]. The proton conductivity of PEM decreases due
to the dehydration of PEM at higher temperature operation, resulting in a large ohmic
over-potential [47]. Under the low RH condition, the ionomer in catalyst layer at the
cathode side is hard to be hydrated by the H2O migrated through PEM from the anode
to the cathode, which is important for the performance of O2 reduction reaction at the
cathode side [44]. The large ohmic overpotential is mainly caused by ionic and electronic
resistances. The ionic resistance is associated with the resistance of PEM and ionomer of the
catalyst layer [48]. Considering these phenomena, the catalyst layer is relatively humidified
using s.t. of 2.0 mm due to the thickest s.t. Therefore, the O2 reduction reaction in catalyst
layer at the cathode side progressed well compared to the other s.t. cases. As a result,
the molar concentration of O2 using s.t. of 2.0 mm is smaller at Tini = 373 K as well as for
A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 5. Molar concentration of O2 along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM
and catalyst layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 353 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 6. Molar concentration of O2 along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM
and catalyst layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 363 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 7. Molar concentration of O2 along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM
and catalyst layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 373 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Table 4. Comparison of temperature of separator back surface among different s.t. at 363 K for
A40%RH, C40%RH [18].

Position

Temperature of Separator Back Surface [K]

Sa: 1.0 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 0.5 mm

Anode Cathode Anode Cathode Anode Cathode

A 359.55 361.45 362.15 361.35 361.25 362.35
B 359.55 360.85 362.25 361.05 361.25 361.85
C 359.35 360.55 362.35 361.05 361.45 361.75
D 359.15 360.15 362.25 361.05 361.15 361.55
E 359.35 360.55 362.65 361.35 361.65 362.05
F 359.55 360.95 362.65 361.15 361.95 362.05
G 359.85 361.05 362.45 360.95 361.85 362.15
H 359.95 361.25 362.55 361.15 361.85 362.15
I 360.45 361.25 362.85 361.45 362.25 362.15
J 360.35 361.35 362.75 361.15 362.45 362.35
K 359.95 361.25 362.95 361.45 362.55 362.35
L 359.65 360.85 362.75 361.45 362.25 362.35
M 359.95 361.15 363.05 361.65 362.65 362.55
N 360.15 361.35 363.25 361.75 363.05 362.65
O 360.55 361.45 363.25 361.55 362.95 362.55
P 360.55 361.25 363.35 361.65 362.75 362.45
Q 360.85 361.65 364.05 362.25 363.05 362.65
R 360.65 361.65 363.85 362.25 363.05 362.95
S 360.25 361.85 363.65 362.45 363.05 363.15
T 359.95 361.35 363.55 361.95 362.75 362.65

3.3. In-Plane Distribution of Molar Concentration of H2O on the Interface between PEM and
Catalyst Layer at the Cathode among Various s.t.

Figures 8–10 exhibit comparisons of molar concentration of H2O along with the gas
channel on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at the cathode changing Tini
and RH of supply gas among various s.t., respectively. It is seen in Figures 8–10 that
the molar concentration of H2O increases at the analysis points of C, G, J and K. Since
the analysis points of C and G are the corner parts of the serpentine separator, H2O may
accumulate there [45,46]. In addition, it can be thought that H2O in gas flowing through
the gas channel accumulates near the outlet of cell [28,49], i.e., the analysis points of J and
K. Therefore, the molar concentration of H2O reduces at the analysis points of C, G, J and
K. On the other hand, we can observe that the molar concentration of H2O keeps a low
value along with the gas channel at Tini = 373 K using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm. It is
clear from the previous studies [50,51] that the proton conductivity of PEM increases with
not only increasing temperature but also increasing RH. The saturation pressure of H2O
vapor increases exponentially with increasing temperature [44], resulting in it possibly
being easier to dry PEM at a higher temperature. When the proton conductivity of PEM
reduces, the performance of O2 reduction reaction at the cathode side decreases because of
the lack of proton [43]. We can claim that the molar concentration of H2O reduces using
s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm, resulting from the low performance of O2 reduction reaction
producing H2O.

In this study, the phase state of H2O is a vapor since the saturation is below 1.0 under
the investigated conditions in this study, which is the same as the previous studies by the
authors [26,43]. Therefore, the assumption treating H2O as a vapor in this study is valid.
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Figure 8. Molar concentration of H2O along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM
and catalyst layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 353 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 9. Molar concentration of H2O along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM
and catalyst layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 363 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 10. Molar concentration of H2O along with the gas channel on the interface between
PEM and catalyst layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 373 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH,
(b) A80%RH/C40%RH, (c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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3.4. In-Plane Distribution of Current Density on the Interface between PEM and Catalyst Layer at
the Cathode among Various s.t.

Figures 11–13 indicate comparisons of current density along with the gas channel
on the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at the cathode changing Tini and RH
of supply gas among various s.t., respectively. It is seen from Figures 11–13 that the
current density reduces along with the gas channel. H2 and O2 are consumed along with
the gas channel, resulting in the concentration of H2 and O2, which is a driving force
to diffuse toward the catalyst layer, reducing along with the gas channel. Additionally,
we can clarify from Figures 11–13 that the current density using s.t. of 2.0 mm is the
highest among the various s.t. irrespective of Tini. This tendency is more remarkable for
A40%RH/C40%RH. A40%RH/C40%RH is a dry condition, resulting in PEM and catalyst
layer possibly being dehumidified easily. The proton conductivity of PEM decreases
because of the dehydration of PEM at higher temperature operation, resulting in the ohmic
over-potential being large [47]. Since the heat capacity in the case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm is
the largest, the dehydration of PEM and catalyst layer would be smaller compared with
the thinner s.t. cases, even A40%RH/C40%RH, which is a dry condition. Consequently,
the current density in case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm is the highest among the different s.t. At
Tini = 373 K, the current densities in case of using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm are very low.
The dehydration of PEM and catalyst layer causes the reduction in the performance of H2
oxidization as well as O2 reduction, resulting in large ohmic and activation over-potential.
As a result, the current densities in case of using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm become lower.
Tables 5 and 6 list the ohmic resistance and the reaction and diffusion resistance in case of
s.t. = 2.0 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm obtained by the impedance measurement conducted in
the authors’ previous experimental study [18]. According to Tables 5 and 6, comparing
the ohmic resistance, the reaction and diffusion resistance for s.t. = 2.0 mm with those for
s.t. = 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm, it is known that the ohmic resistance, the reaction and diffusion
resistance for s.t. = 2.0 mm are smaller than those for s.t. = 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm relatively.
Therefore, it can be claimed that the current density in case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm is the
highest among the various s.t. due to small ohmic and activation over-potential.

According to the experimental study investigating the impact of separator thickness
on the power generation performance, i.e., the evaluation by the polarization curve, at a
higher temperature, i.e., 363 K and 373 K [18], the power generation performance in the
case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm is higher than that using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm. It is easy to
dehydrate PEM under high-temperature operation conditions. The heat capacity in case of
using s.t. of 2.0 mm is larger, resulting in the dehydration of PEM and catalyst layer being
smaller compared with the thinner s.t. cases. Consequently, we can confirm that the power
generation performance in case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm is higher compared to that using s.t.
of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm.

According to the authors’ previous study [30], it is known that the thinner thickness
of PEM and GDL is better for obtaining higher power generation performance under
higher temperature operation conditions. It is because the mass transfer, the electron
and the proton conductivity are promoted with the decrease in thickness of PEM and
GDL. However, it is revealed from this study that the thickness of the separator can be
optimized based on the thermal properties of the separator. In other words, the optimization
procedure of thickness is different among PEM, GDL and separator. They are new findings
and valuable results to design the component of HTPEFC.
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Figure 11. Current density along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM and catalyst
layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 353 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH, (b) A80%RH/C40%RH,
(c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 12. Current density along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM and catalyst
layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 363 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH, (b) A80%RH/C40%RH,
(c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Figure 13. Current density along with the gas channel on the interface between PEM and catalyst
layer at the cathode among various s.t. at Tini = 373 K. (a) A80%RH/C80%RH, (b) A80%RH/C40%RH,
(c) A40%RH/C80%RH, (d) A40%RH/C40%RH.
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Table 5. Comparison of the ohmic resistance among various s.t. changing Tini and RH of supply gas.

s.t. = 2.0 mm

A80%RH/C80%RH A80%RH/C40%RH A40%RH/C80%RH A40%RH/C40%RH

353 K 3.48 mΩ 4.09 mΩ 3.69 mΩ 5.42 mΩ
363 K 3.38 mΩ 3.64 mΩ 3.58 mΩ 5.19 mΩ
373 K 3.17 mΩ 3.54 mΩ 3.94 mΩ 3.49 mΩ

s.t. = 1.5 mm

A80%RH/C80%RH A80%RH/C40%RH A40%RH/C80%RH A40%RH/C40%RH

353 K 4.51 mΩ 4.62 mΩ 4.56 mΩ 5.30 mΩ
363 K 4.36 mΩ 4.82 mΩ 4.84 mΩ 5.50 mΩ
373 K 4.63 mΩ 5.06 mΩ 9.74 mΩ 5.90 mΩ

s.t. = 1.0 mm

A80%RH/C80%RH A80%RH/C40%RH A40%RH/C80%RH A40%RH/C40%RH

353 K 3.87 mΩ 4.20 mΩ 4.17 mΩ 4.61 mΩ
363 K 3.93 mΩ 3.92 mΩ 3.94 mΩ 4.99 mΩ
373 K 4.62 mΩ 5.00 mΩ 4.66 mΩ 5.44 mΩ

Table 6. Comparison of the reaction and diffusion resistance among various s.t. changing Tini and
RH of supply gas.

s.t. = 2.0 mm

A80%RH/C80%RH A80%RH/C40%RH A40%RH/C80%RH A40%RH/C40%RH

353 K 4.85 mΩ 5.41 mΩ 5.10 mΩ 5.36 mΩ
363 K 4.55 mΩ 5.76 mΩ 5.23 mΩ 5.19 mΩ
373 K 4.64 mΩ 5.38 mΩ 4.71 mΩ 4.19 mΩ

s.t. = 1.5 mm

A80%RH/C80%RH A80%RH/C40%RH A40%RH/C80%RH A40%RH/C40%RH

353 K 5.91 mΩ 6.24 mΩ 8.53 mΩ 9.87 mΩ
363 K 6.65 mΩ 7.61 mΩ 7.65 mΩ 9.22 mΩ
373 K 10.05 mΩ 9.12 mΩ 3.31 mΩ 12.31 mΩ

s.t. = 1.0 mm

A80%RH/C80%RH A80%RH/C40%RH A40%RH/C80%RH A40%RH/C40%RH

353 K 5.13 mΩ 6.55 mΩ 6.00 mΩ 9.42 mΩ
363 K 5.99 mΩ 7.92 mΩ 7.55 mΩ 8.58 mΩ
373 K 8.07 mΩ 10.89 mΩ 5.94 mΩ 20.55 mΩ

3.5. Comparison with the Other Studies and Future Work

This study compares the I–V experimental data [18] and the total current of a whole
single cell summarizing the current density at each position obtained by the numerical sim-
ulation in this study. In this study, the voltage obtained by the power generation experiment
and the earth ground was set at the cathode electrode and the anode electrode, respectively,
as the boundary condition following the assumption as same as the authors’ previous
studies [26,43]. Therefore, the voltage is the same between the numerical simulation and
the experiment. In the experiment, the constant current is loaded, resulting in the total
voltage corresponding to the loaded current being obtained. In the authors’ experimental
study [18], the current was set at 20 A (= 0.80 A/cm2). In the numerical simulation in
this study, the local current density is calculated by setting the voltage difference between
the cathode electrode and the anode electrode, as explained above. In the experimental
study, it was very challenging to measure the in-plane distributions of voltage and temper-
ature at the same time. Therefore, the in-plane distribution of voltage was not obtained.
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Consequently, the constant voltage, which was the same as the total voltage obtained by
the authors’ experimental study [18] under each experimental condition, was set at every
position as the voltage difference between the cathode electrode and the anode electrode in
single-cell for the numerical simulation in this study. The total voltage and the total current
obtained by the numerical simulation in this study and the authors’ previous experimental
study [18] are listed in Tables 7–9.

Table 7. Comparison of total voltage and total current between the numerical simulation in this study
and the authors’ previous experimental study at 353 K [18].

353 K

A80%RH, C80%RH A80%RH, C40%RH A40%RH, C80%RH A40%RH, C40%RH

Total Voltage [V] Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

Sa: 1.0 mm,
Ch: 1.0 mm 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.51 0.51

Sa: 0.5 mm,
Ch: 1.0 mm 0.52 0.52 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.40 0.40

Sa: 0.5 mm,
Ch: 0.5 mm 0.55 0.55 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.39 0.39

A80%RH, C80%RH A80%RH, C40%RH A40%RH, C80%RH A40%RH, C40%RH

Total current [A] Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

Sa: 1.0 mm,
Ch: 1.0 mm 4.7 20 3.9 20 4.0 20 3.5 20

Sa: 0.5 mm,
Ch: 1.0 mm 3.5 20 2.5 20 2.7 20 1.4 20

Sa: 0.5 mm,
Ch: 0.5 mm 3.4 20 2.8 20 2.7 20 1.0 20

Table 8. Comparison of total voltage and total current between the numerical simulation in this study
and the authors’ previous experimental study at 363 K [18].

363 K

A80%RH, C80%RH A80%RH, C40%RH A40%RH, C80%RH A40%RH, C40%RH

Total Voltage [V] Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

Sa: 1.0 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 0.55 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.53 0.49 0.49
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.37 0.37
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 0.5 mm 0.49 0.49 0.47 0.47 0.45 0.45 0.36 0.36

A80%RH, C80%RH A80%RH, C40%RH A40%RH, C80%RH A40%RH, C40%RH

Total current [A] Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

Sa: 1.0 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 3.7 20 3.2 20 3.6 20 3.2 20
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 2.0 20 1.9 20 1.7 20 0.8 20
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 0.5 mm 2.1 20 1.8 20 1.4 20 0.5 20

Table 9. Comparison of total voltage and total current between the numerical simulation in this study
and the authors’ previous experimental study at 373 K [18].

373 K

A80%RH, C80%RH A80%RH, C40%RH A40%RH, C80%RH A40%RH, C40%RH

Total Voltage [V] Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

Sa: 1.0 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.29 0.29
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 0.5 mm 0.38 0.38 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.28 0.23 0.23

A80%RH, C80%RH A80%RH, C40%RH A40%RH, C80%RH A40%RH, C40%RH

Total current [A] Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

Sa: 1.0 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 3.4 20 2.9 20 3.3 20 2.9 20
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 1.0 mm 0.7 20 0.5 20 0.2 20 0.1 20
Sa: 0.5 mm, Ch: 0.5 mm 0.6 20 0.4 20 0.2 20 0.1 20

It is seen from Tables 7–9 that there is a current difference between the numerical
simulation in this study and the authors’ previous experimental study [18]. It might be
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influenced by the assumption setting the constant voltage at every position in a single cell
in the numerical simulation in this study. It is thought that the voltage has an in-plane
distribution actually causing the impact on the value of current density at each position.
As described above, though it is very challenging to measure the in-plane distributions
of voltage and temperature at the same time, the authors would like to try it in the near
future. In addition, this study assumed the isothermal condition for the numerical simu-
lation. Since it is thought that the temperature distribution influences the current density
distribution [52], the authors are going to investigate the numerical simulation under the
non-isothermal condition to compare the numerical simulation results obtained under the
isothermal condition as well as the experimental results in the near future.

The previous 3D numerical simulation study was conducted to clarify the distributions
of H2, O2 and current density in single channel flow of HTPEFC changing the channel
configuration [16]. According to this report, the molar concentration of O2 decreased from
the inlet to the outlet along the gas channel. In addition, the current density on the surface
of PEM also decreased from the inlet to the outlet along the gas channel.

These results are similar to the results shown in this study. However, these results were
obtained by one straight channel model, not a serpentine flow channel model. Therefore,
the rapid decrease in the molar concentration of O2 was not observed in this reference [16],
while it is observed at the corner parts of the separator in this study. The other previous 3D
numerical simulation study was conducted to clarify the distributions of H2, O2 and H2O
in single channel flow of HTPEFC by COMSOL Multiphysics [23]. According to this report,
the molar concentration of O2 decreased from the inlet to the outlet along the gas channel.
In addition, the molar concentration of H2O increased from the inlet to the outlet along
through gas channel. These results are similar to the results shown in this study. However,
these results were obtained by one straight channel model, not a serpentine flow channel
model. Therefore, it was not observed that the rapid decrease in the molar concentration of
O2 as well as the rapid increase in the molar concentration of H2O in this reference [23],
while they are observed at the corner of the separator in this study.

In the numerical simulation in this study, the isothermal condition was assumed as
same as the authors’ previous study [29]. The authors would like to calculate the temper-
ature distribution in the cell by the numerical simulation and comparing the simulation
results with the experimental data obtained in the authors’ previous study [18] in the
near future.

4. Conclusions

This study has examined the effect of s.t. on the distributions of mass such as H2, O2,
H2O and current density on the interface between the PEM and catalyst layer at the anode
side and the cathode side in a single cell of PEFC at Tini = 353 K, 363 K and 373 K. The 3D
numerical simulation model has been developed, and the analysis has also been carried out
for different RH of supply gases. The following conclusions have been found after doing
the investigations on the obtained results:

(i) The molar concentration of H2 keeps approximately the same value along with the
gas flow except for in the case of using s.t. of 1.0 mm.

(ii) Regarding s.t. of 1.0 mm, the molar concentration of H2 drops at the points of C, E, G,
I and K since the velocity and concentration of H2 in the gas channel is high due to
the smaller cross-sectional area of the gas channel. The molar concentration of H2 is
smaller compared with the other s.t. cases at Tini = 363 K and 373 K.

(iii) The molar concentration of O2 decreases along with the gas channel at Tini = 353 K
and 363 K, while the molar concentration of O2 decreases at the analysis points of C
and G especially due to accumulating H2O there.

(iv) The molar concentration of O2 in the case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm is smaller compared
with the thinner separator cases at Tini = 373 K, which can also be observed for
A40%RH/C40%RH regardless of Tini. Since the catalyst layer is relatively humidified
in the case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm because of the large heat capacity, the O2 reduction
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reaction in the catalyst layer at the cathode progressed well compared with the other
s.t.

(v) The molar concentration of H2O decreases at the points of C, G, J and K since H2O
accumulates there.

(vi) The molar concentration of H2O keeps a low value along with the gas channel at
Tini = 373 K in the case of using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm due to the decrease in the
performance of O2 reduction reaction.

(vii) The current density decreases along with the gas channel since the concentration of
H2 and O2, which is a driving force to diffuse toward the catalyst layer, decreases
along with the gas channel.

(viii) The current density in case of using s.t. of 2.0 mm is the highest among the various s.t.
irrespective of Tini, which is the most remarkable for A40%RH/C40%RH. It can be
thought that the dehydration of PEM and electrode would be smaller compared with
the other s.t. cases.

(ix) At Tini = 373 K, the current densities in case of using s.t. of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm are
very low since the dehydration of PEM and catalyst layer causes the reduction in the
performance of H2 oxidization as well as O2 reduction, providing large ohmic and
activation over-potential.

(x) From the viewpoint of PEFC manufacturing, this study has revealed that the thickness
of the separator is optimized based on the thermal properties of the separator. In
addition, this study has revealed that the optimization procedure of thickness is
different among PEM, GDL and separator.
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